CHAPTER II
OXFORD
Goes into residence in 1870—Balliol under the new Master—Academic achievements
—President of the Union—His circle of friends—Gains a Fellowship at Balliol
(1874)—Relations and affinities with Jowett—Asquith's lifelong sentiment
for Oxford.	0. A,
I
asquith went into residence at BalKol in October 1870, and was 1870-1874
joined there somewhat later by his brother Willans, the phases of Age 18~21
whose education had been deranged by poor health. The Balliol of
that time mustered both in its Senior and its Junior Common Room
a striking assemblage of personalities. Of Jowett, who had just
succeeded Dr. Scott (of the Greek Lexicon) as Master, and Asquith's
relations with him, something will be said hereafter. Among the
Balliol team of tutors were Thomas Hill Green, Lewis Nettleship,
Baron do Paravieini, Mr. (afterwards Professor) T. B* Case, William
Lambert Newman, and Henry Smith, Among Ms contemporaries
within a year or so each way were men who were to attain
eminence in the most varied fields: scholars and teachers such as
Alfred Goodwin, W, G, Rutherford, or W. H. Jforbes; the
philosopher Cook Wilson; the economist Edgeworth; Andxew
Bradley, and Churton Collins, destined to enrich Shakespearean
criticism and polite letters; the future Bishop, Charles Gore, and
another man of multiform distinction and achievement, Alfred
Milner,
Balm it must have been to the young man's spirit to turn his back
on the roar and dust of Cheapside and to exchange the disciplinary
control of six hundred striplings for the equal companionship of
adult intellect, the clash of polished contention, the wells of learning
old and new, the green lawns and exquisite buildings of Oxford,
Into the undergraduate life of the place he plunged smoothly and
with the zest of one who enters at last his own element. His interests
ranged far beyond the pale of the ordinary classical curriculum; but
within it he achieved high distinction, gaining easy first classes in
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